THE AMAZING  DAY
off to train his brigade of carrier pigeons. I did feel that he ought
to have a special uniform for his own particular war job ; not a
musical-comedy uniform, for carrier pigeons were a serious and
responsible matter, but I objected to the inappropriate khaki hue ;
he should have worn a livelier iris to mark his daily preoccupation
with the burnished dove; a dove may not be exactly the same
as a carrier pigeon, but Noah could have testified that they were
equally efficient to bring good news and bad ; and I should not
have been in the least surprised by an optical illusion that would
have shown me Lord T. iridescent for an instant as he plunged
across the sunny courtyard and round the corner. For London was
never less sober than now, when every human being seemed to
be weightless in bone and in tread ; a pageant informed with the
same gay elixir; where every stray encounter up and down
Piccadilly caused you to turn and wonder what could have been
that man's nationality ? his badge ? his job ? Look at his cap ;
look at that armlet with a star and two flame-coloured wings
springing from it — I have never seen that one before. What
language is that? Dark faces from India; brilliantly fair faces,
those are the Scandinavians. The men for once are the cock
pheasants in the London crowd of this war's invocation, North,
South, East and West.
The sky jobs are the strangest of all. Look up and see the brigade
of pigeons wheeling in formation, turning from a silver glitter to
sombre pewter grey, and then, as though at a word we cannot
hear, all leaning sideways to catch brightness again. An expert
told me that falcons who kill pigeons can be trained to kill German
pigeons and leave our own alone. I laughed at the notion; he
told me again, firmly ; I remained incredulous ; yet perhaps it is
true as well as strange. At the corner of the courtyard I paused
at the Yugoslav Fair which had just opened for Christmas, and
went in. When I am reminded of Yugoslavia and Greece, or any
of the conquered countries of whom we need not use the adjec-
tive "gallant" for they have made it sound inadequate, I find
myself remembering Charleston and an epitaph on a grave behind
a pair of those wrought-iron gates that delight the eye again and
again in that lovely city of South Carolina. It was a quotation
in praise of a colonel of the Civil War who had kept honour and
faith with integrity "during those years that try men's souls".
During those years . . . and during these years, little enough
difference.

